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YF188 Laboratory Pulverizer 

 
Instructions:  
YF188 Laboratory Pulverizer is made up of flake pressing axis, strip-out axis, pill making axis, 

polishing canister, dried board, motor, and electrical equipment etc. 

It is board of high-speed Laboratory mill.  

 

Technical Parameters:  
Model  YF188  

Speed Rotation Of Blade  2500 r/Min  

Fraction Range  (30-300) Micron  

Loading  300 g  

Power  220V/50Hz/1.1Kw  

      OR 

110V/60Hz/1.1Kw  

Packing Size  210×230×350 mm 

Packing Weight  8 Kg  

Features:  

YF188 Laboratory Pulverizer is applicable of herb grinding, health care products grinding, food 
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grinding used in clinic, hospital pharmacy shop, Laboratory and family etc. also it can be used 

for lady herbal mask.It can grind green bean, rice, wheat, sorghum, corn, chili, soybean, walnut, 

sesame, jujube and pepper etc. it only take half minute to finish. 

This machine is not only ideal grinder for food and herb but also ideal grinder for pearl, chemical, 

mineral, soil, grain, coal, and other experimental material. 

It only take one minute to grind kinds of pellet to powder(30-300meshes), uniform and no-loss. 

  

Operating method: 

Please turn off the power switches before use this machine 

1.Open the upper cover( clockwise close, and counterclockwise open). 

2.Put the dry herb into the crushing box. 

3.Tighten the upper cover. 

4.Plug in and open timer switch. 

5.When you hear the voice of uniform rolling, that is say the herb has been grinded into powder. 

6.Open the cover and pour out the powder. 

Attention: 

1.Please pre-dry and small quantity and short time when grind sesame(with oily) and ice-

sugar(with viscosity), you can grinder for more times to avoid the machine to hot. 

2.Don’t wash the machine with water, you can clean the machine by cloth or brush.Moist 

products(meat and fruit) and excess quantity products is forbid. 

3.Don’t let the material exceed half of the box. 

4.Normal material only need 1-2minute, tough material need 8 minutes. 

5.This machine can not running for long time, the maximum time is no long than 5 minutes. 

If need grind bulk material, please run the machine interval. 

1.Don’t open the power switch when the cover is open. 

2.After long time use, you should check the carbon brush and blade, if wear out, please change. 

3.Please check the screw of blade is tighten. 

 

YF188 Laboratory Pulverizer User Manual  
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Introduction: 
Thank you for your custom and for buying these goods from us. 

Please read the introductions carefully before use – in fact, we advise you to keep the 

instructions to hand at all times for use in the future. 

The accompanying pictures are for reference only. 

Make sure to use this product properly and you are sure to enjoy it well into the future. 

This machine uses foreign branded motor bearings and we supply only the best steel blades to 

crush all kinds of materials. With its super high speed motor, it can produce fine medicinal 

powders of up to 300 mesh - pseudo-ginseng, pearl, mountain arrowhead, hippocampus, gecko, 

areca peel – all can be crushed using this piece of equipment. 

The YF Serious High Speed Medicine Grinder Machine can be put to wide use in pharmacies, 

hospital medicine shops, powder processing plants and other related fields. 

It has a number of features to make it the best choice for laboratories in which capsules and pills 

are produced: 

· Compact, attractive design 

· Light weight 

· Easy to operate, 

· Safe 

· Energy saving 

· It can also placed on the desktop as a decoration. 

Features: 

Rapid grinding speed – grinds even the most difficult Chinese medical ingredients in only five 

minutes 
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Fully enclosed motor - with silica gel seals 

Quickly accessible - use button to open 

Stainless steel crush container - sturdy and easy to clean 

Chinese brand - rapid, powerful and durable 

Foreign branded components - Japan NSK bearings 

Precaution: 

Please keep a clean and bright work place, and must not operate the machine in a place which 

has easy burned liquid or volatility air to avoid fires. 

Operate it very carefully and no bystanders. 

Avoid to touch the ground, for example, the pipe, heat sink and refrigerator. 

Must not operate it after you drink or had medicine which makes you sleepy. 

Use a good switch, best to be the switch in the wall. 

Keep it in a safe place in case of Children or non-professional people getting hurt. 

Please do use the same fittings of your machine when it does not work to make sure that it won’t 

get any problems. 

Wet or viscous materials should be dried. 

Make sure the container is filled to no more than 50% of capacity. 

When you are using too wet or soft material, the blade will stuck. If this happens, the machine 

will sound noisy, then you need to turn it off, open the cap until everything stops. Then take the 

wet or soft material out, hen turn it on again and it will work again. 

Tight the cap after your adding to the smash box. Please tilted the motor 45 degrees forward first 

and it will recover it’s original place in 10 seconds after turn on the machine. You just need 30 

seconds to finish the dried material or 60 seconds to finish the hard and bigger size material. 

Please do not keep the crushing, it will make heat to break the crush box. 

Please do not keep it working for a long time. While you need to work a long time, have a stop 

time to time to keep the machine cooler, or it will do harm to both the machine and the material. 

Keep only the machine and in a good place on the desk. The switch must be safe and the 

machine must be grounded. Do not force to pull the power cord to avoid any accidents. 

Please make sure the brush in the machine is good after working a long time. Change a new one 

if it’s necessary. Check and tighten screws all the time to make it more efficiently. 

If the machine does not work, you must turn it off then check the switch, brush and fuse to make 

sure everything is right. If it still does not work, you have to find professional stuff to repair. 

Do not wash the crushing box. Must not open the cap while it is working. 

Keep it in a dry and windy place if you do not use it. 

Instructions: 

Cut off the power, loosen the interlocking screws, remove cover and put the materials into the 

crush box. 

Lock the cover tightly. 

Plug in. 
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Operate. 

When the operating sound changes from noisy to quite, grinding is complete. 

Cut off the power. Unplug the machine. Loosen the interlocking screws. Open the cover and 

remove the powder. 

 

 


